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About us

Revolutionizing FRP Doors through
“ Innovations!”
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All Permafinish® Doors are totally maintenance free
because they have a permanent finish which does not
require any maintenance. Permafinish® Doors are
completely waterproof and totally immune to termites &
borers.
Permafinish® Doors have a basic internal construction of
wood skeleton and in-situ Polyurethane foam encased
inside a box construction of FRP (GRP) sheets with lap
joints on all edges. The in-situ Polyurethane foam acts as
both filler & adhesive imparting tremendous dimensional
stability across the section of the Door. Permafinish® Doors are
close-edged and hence made to exact size as per specifications.

Permafinish® Doors are available in two finishes : Gelcoat
& Veneer finish.
The Gelcoat finish gives you a permanent single color finish,
which is imparted using specially formulated resins & UV
Stabilized pigments.
The Veneer finish achieved using Printed FRP Tissue
replicates the majestic look of Polished Wood Veneer,
which looks exceedingly genuine and requires no
maintenance. This engineered product, which replicates not
only the look but also the feel of a timber door with a unique
Wooden Texture, gives you excellent value for money.

Range of Exclusive FRP Doors
Doors

This exclusive series of FRP Shutters is breathtakingly
beautiful and makes a distinctive statement about your Abode.
These Veneer finish doors offer you the Grandeur and
strength of timber together with the durability of FRP.
Many of these doors have open panels for fixing designer glass
(not provided), which are then bordered with specially cast
beading.

EZ-VN-OV-GL

EZ-VN-SQ-3P-GL

Entranza™ doors are created with great attention to detail,
right from its one-piece high grade FRP Mold to its detailed
profile. Entranza™ doors also offer Two Tone finish combining
two different printed FRP Tissues for a look that is truly
entrancing.

EZ-VN-4P-GL

EZ-VN-2P-GL

Doors

EZ-VN-AR-3P-GL

2009 Series

EZ-VN-RC-3P-GL

EZ-VN-1P-GL

EZ-VN-2P-GL

EZ-VN-3P-OV-GL

ACE 2008 Mumbai

Exhibition Clips

The Classic series Permafinish® Doors are our standard doors which
have been our hallmark for the past two decades. These doors have
withstood the test of time and have established our reputation as the
foremost manufacturers of FRP Doors in India.
These shutters are available in Veneer & Gelcoat finish and are
multifunctional. These doors are widely used for wet areas such as
toilets, bathrooms, shower rooms, terrace as well as Internal Doors and
Entry Doors.

CL-VN-1P

CL-GC-2P

Specialized Doors

CL-VN-4P

Elevator Doors

CL-VN-6P

Safety Door

Termite / Borer /
White Ant Proof

Waterproof &
Weatherproof

Permanent finish
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